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Abstract—Suppression of slip and reduction of friction between
rail and wheel are important in railway systems. This paper
proposes a novel slip re-adhesion control based on the excessive
torque and excessive angular momentum for 4 axle and 2 truck
model (1C2M, 1 inverter 2 motor drive system). Eﬀectiveness of
the proposed method has been confirmed by mathmatical analysis. Furthermore, the proposed method was evaluated by two
performance indicators, frictional force reduction and eﬀective
utilization of adhesive force. As a result, adhesion characteristic
of the proposal method was 7.04 % better than the conventional
method. In addition, loss friction force around driving wheel
remained unchanged.

I. Introduction
Electric railway traction has small tractive force which
needs to accelerate, so a slip often generates under bad track
condition[1] such as fallen leaves and snowfall. It is important to avoid the slip and to use the adhesion phenomenon
eﬀectively for acceleration and deceleration in electric railway
traction.
Many studies focus on slip re-adhesion control[2]. Slip readhesion control that estimates and uses adhesive torque with
the disturbance observer has been proposed[3][4]. It has been
used in real trains[5]. However, it is not clear whether electric
railway traction can re-adhere under bad track condition[1]
such as fallen leaves and snowfall.
This paper proposes a new slip re-adhesion control based
on excessive torque and excessive angular momentum of 1
axle and 1 body model. In addition, we extent this model
for 4 axle and 2 truck model (1C2M, 1 inverter 2 motor
drive system). The eﬀectiveness of the proposed method has
been confirmed by mathmatical analysis. Furthermore, the
proposed method was evaluated by two performance indicators, frictional force reduction and eﬀective utilization of
adhesive force. In addition, we compared the proposed readhesion control with the conventional re-adhesion control
[6] and showed the advantages of the proposed re-adhesion
control.

TABLE I
Parameters explanation
Item
JR
J
ωw
Gr
MR
M
vb
vs
ωs
Tm
TL
r
Fd

Value
Inertia moment around wheel
Equivalent inertia moment of drive axle
Driving wheel angular velocity
Gear ratio
Equivalent inertia weight around wheel
Mass per axle
Velocity
Slip velocity
Slip angular velocity
Motor torque
Adhesive torque
Radius of wheel
Travel resistance

Comment
kg · m2
kg · m2
rad/s
kg
kg
rad/s
m/s
m/s
N·m
N·m
m
N

II. Proposed re-adhesion control
A. Excessive torque and excessive angular momentum[7]
In this section, we develop the excessive torque and excessive angular momentum from two equations of motion. Two
equations of motion simplified a body and a wheel is shown
from Eq. (1) to Eq. (2).
JR ω̇w

= Gr T m − T L
(1)
TL
− Fd
(2)
M v̇b =
r
vb
(3)
v s = rωw − vb , ω s = ωw −
r
Parameterss in this above equations are defined in Table I.
We propose to modify rotational equations of the motion as
follows. Given that a body is a square and a wheel is a disk, we
calculate moments of inertia (JR = 14 MR r2 , J = Mr2 ). Relation
slip between body velocity and wheel speed is described in Eq.
(3). Therefore, derivative value of slip angular velocity (ω̇ s ) is
shown in Eq. (4).


1 
JR 
JR
ω̇ s =
Gr T m − 1 +
(4)
T L + rFd
JR
J
J
Slip velocity depends on motor torque, adhesive torque and
disturbance torque. Increasing slip velocity will worsen slip.

The excessive torque is defined in Eq. (5).
T ex

=

JR ω̇ s



JR 
JR
= Gr T m − 1 +
(5)
T L + rFd
J
J
Excessive torque is the diﬀerence between motor torque
(Gr T m ) and adhesive torque ((1 + JJR )T L ). This torque is the
torque that does not contribute to rotate the wheels.
In addition, integral of the excessive torque is given in Eq.
(6). We can define integral of the excessive torque as the
excessive angular momentum.
 


JR 
JR
Gr T m − 1 +
(6)
Lex =
T L + rFd dt
J
J
By using excessive torque and excessive angular momentum,
slip angular velocity is given in Eq. (7). Derivative value of
slip velocity is given in Eq. (8).

1
Δω s =
(7)
T ex dt
JR
1
ω̇ s =
Lex
(8)
JR
Consequently, slip angular velocity is proportioned to excessive torque. Derivative of slip velocity is proportional to
excessive angular momentum. Excessive angular momentum
should be as low as possible to stop slip. We can imply that
we can estimate slip prevention and slip extent by watching
the excessive angular momentum. This vision is shown in Fig.
1.

TABLE II
Definition of the slip time
Slip start time
Slip detection time
Motor torque down time
Motor torque up time
Time from slip detection time
to motor torque down time
Time from motor torque down time
to re-adhesion detection

t slip
tdetect
tT down
tT up
τ1
τ2

will occur. Given that the disturbance torque of the gradient
and the train resistance is constant when train slips, We
propose that re-adhesion control can consider the disturbance
torque. We propose to deal with re-adhesion control in two
road surface conditions.

B. Estimation of adhesive torque
When we calculate the excessive torque (T ex ) and the
excessive angular momentum (Lex ), we need to estimate the
adhesive torque as the load torque for an axle.
The disturbance observer to estimate the adhesive torque
as the load torque for an axle is given in Eq. (9). This
disturbance observer is a homogeneous dimension observer.
The estimation of the adhesive torque uses the angular velocity,
motor torque and assumption of zero-order dynamics (T̂˙ L = 0).
H is the observer gain.


  Gr 


d ω̂w
ω̂w
0 − 1J
(9)
=
+ JR T m + H (ω̂w−ωw )
0 0
T̂ L
0
dt T̂ L


ω̂w
1 0
y =
(10)
T̂ L
Slip detection use excessive torque, diﬀerence between
motor torque (Gr T m ) and adhesive torque ((1 + JJR )T L ). If
excessive torque exceeds threshold T ex−threshold , the proposed
re-adhesion control starts. However, this control re-checks time
after τ1 s (50 mill-sec) from slip detection.
C. Torque command pattern for the re-adhesion
The parameters for diﬀerent slip time are shown in Table II.
Motor torque (Gr T m ) and adhesive torque ( 1 + JJR T̂ L − JJR rFd )
of the disturbance is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, we can
not estimate disturbance torque, so the excessive angular
momentum can not be determined. Consequently, the re-slip

Fig. 1. Excess torque (T ex ) and anFig. 2. Disturbance torque estimation
gular momentum (Lex )

Fig. 3. Case analysis of the proposed re-adhesion control (Case A...Only
first, Case B...Second, third, ....)

1) Situation on road surface to change from good condition
to bad condition (Case A, only first)
2) Situation on road surface to continue bad condition
(Case B)
The area shape of the excessive angular momentum changes
when torque is constant and linearly increasing. The area shape
change of the excessive angular momentum is shown in Fig.
3. When the condition on the road surface is getting worse, we
suggest that the excessive angular momentum can approximate
a rectangle (Case A). In contrast, when the road surface
continues in bad condition, we suggest that excessive angular

momentum can approximate a triangle (Case B). Thus, we
can approximately calculate the excessive angular momentum.
The excessive angular momentum approximately calculated
from rectangle and triangle stays in the safe side, so the
real excessive angular momentum will not be larger than the
calculated excessive angular momentum.
We suggest that excessive angular momentum after readhesion control reduces motor torque can approximate rectangle.

Fig. 4.

Drive system of electric railway

D. Expansion of the proposed re-adhesion control for 4 axle
and 2 truck model
It is easy to expand 1C1M (1 inverter 1 motor drive system,
Fig. 4 (c)). Because, this proposed re-adhesion control is based
on one axle and one body. This proposed re-adhesion control
for 1C4M (1 inverter 4 motor drive system, Fig. 4 (a)) is
very diﬃcult because of poor information of motor torque
and angular velocity of each axle. Thus, we extend 1C2M
(1 inverter 2 motor drive system, Fig. 4 (b)) and understand
diﬃculty of parallel induction motor drive system. We consider
the following information to expand the proposed re-adhesion
control to 4 axle model.
1) Average motor torque (Average current value)
2
(Average of 1 axle
2) Average angular velocity ω1 +ω
2
angular velocity ω1 and 2 axle angular velocity ω2 ,
speed sensor-less vector control)
3) Average adhesive torque with average motor torque and
average angular velocity
It is important to make motor torque smaller than adhesive
torque in each axle. In addition, we consider excessive angular
momentum preservation based on bad condition axle.
If only 1 axle slips, controller can watch excessive torque,
the diﬀerence between motor torque and adhesive torque.
However, this excessive torque is one-half of 1 axle excessive
torque. Therefore, torque down constant k in 4 axle model is
about as large as the constant in one axle model. Expansion
of the proposed re-adhesion control for 4 axle model is shown
in Fig. 5.
1) Excessive angular momentum from slip detction to
torque down: Excessive angular momentum from slip detection to torque down can approximate rectangle. In addition, it
is assumed that it is rare that all of two or more axes cause
this the idling at the same time. Therefore, excessive angular
momentum of 1 axle is twice as large as excessive angular
momentum which a re-adhesion controller watches average of
motor and adhesive torque. This idea is shown in Fig. 5. As
a result, excessive angular momentum from slip detection to
torque down Lex,τ1 is given in Eq. (11).
Lex,τ1 = 2τ1 T ex

(11)

2) Excessive angular momentum from torque down to
torque up: Excessive angular momentum from torque down to
torque up Lex,τ2 is given in Eq. (12). This equation is excessive
angular momentum of slipping axle.
Lex,τ2 = τ2 (k − 1)T ex (k > 1)

(12)

Fig. 5.

Expansion of the proposed re-adhesion control for 4 axle model

3) Time τ2 derived from preservation of excessive angular
momentum: Time τ2 derived from preservation of excessive
angular momentum (Eq. (11), (12)) is given in Eq. (14).
τ2 (k − 1)T ex (k > 1)
(13)
2
τ1
τ2 =
(14)
k−1
Time τ2 is longer compared with 1C1M (1 inverter 1 motor
drive system) because of truck oscillation and axle-weight
transfer.
2τ1 T ex

=

E. Basic torque command pattern
The motor torque command for the re-adhesion is given
in Eq. (15) in terms of the motor torque T m before the slip,
the adhesive torque T L−detect when the slip detects and the
adhesive torque T m−down when the motor torque reduces. When
the motor torque raises, the time constant of the motor torque
is Gup . This is due to the re-slip if the torque raises in the
step-like pattern.
⎧
⎪
(t slip < t < tT down )
Tm
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ T m−down (tT down  t  tT up )
T m∗ = ⎪
(15)
⎪
⎪
T m−down + Gup (T m − T m−down )(t − tT up )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ (tT up < t)
Reduction of motor torque from slip generation (t slip ) to
slip detection (tdetect ) is decided to regulate for the excessive
angular momentum as described in Sections II-C and II-D.
The motor torque reduction in t slip < t < tdetect is shown in
Eq. (16).
(16)
Lex,τ1 = τ2 (T L−detect − T m−down )
The basic torque command pattern is shown in Table III.

TABLE III
Torque pattern
Time
t slip
↓
tdetect
↓
tT down
↓
tT up
↓

as exponential function which has the minimum gradient
−g2 (g2 > 0) and converge μin f (μin f > 0) at high slip velocity.
The two areas are connected by parabolic function whose
second order diﬀerential coeﬃcient is −Ctop (Ctop > 0). This
function is given in Eq. (17). The characteristic in negative
slip velocity area is formulated by its odd function property.
⎧
⎪
(v s ≤ v1 )
gv
⎪
⎪
⎨ 1 s
2
−
C
(v
−
v
)
(v1 < v s < v2 )
μ
μ(v s ) = ⎪
(17)
MAX
top
s
top
⎪
⎪
⎩ μ + B exp[(v − v ) g2 ] (v ≤ v )

Explanation
Slip generation
Infinitesimal time T m∗ = T m
Slip detection
τ1 , T m ∗ = T m
Torque down
τ2 , T m∗ = T m−down
Torque up
Time constant Gup

in f

2

s B

2

s

Ctop is limited by continuity on the origin point as in Eq. (18).
v1 =

g2
μ MAX
g1
−
≥ 0, Ctop ≥ 1
g1
4Ctop
4

(18)

Assistance parameters v1 , vtop , v2 and B have been used in Eq.
(17). They are defined in Eq. (19) and (20).
μ MAX
g1
μ MAX
g1
g2
−
, v2 =
+
+
(19)
g1
4Ctop
g1
4Ctop 2Ctop

2
g2
μ MAX
g1
=
+
, B = μ MAX − Ctop
− μin f (20)
g1
4Ctop
2Ctop
v1 =

Fig. 6. Re-adhesion control based on disturbance observer and vector control
(1C2M)

vtop

(a)
(b)
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In the following case studies, The parameters are fixed at g1 =
5, Ctop = 40 and g2 = 0.05 based on a measurement precedent
of tractive coeﬃcient characteristic[1].

0.15

IV. Case study scenario

0.1

The case study scenario is shown in Table. IV. The simulation time span was from 0 second to 24 second. The start of
the rolling stock acceleration was at 0 second from 0 km/h.
Fig. 8. Characteristic change between When time was from 0 second to 6 second, this period had
tractive coeﬃcient and slip velocity no slip. Therefore, the tractive coeﬃcient was drooped to μlim
Fig. 7. 4 axle and 2 truck model (Half ((a)...μ MAX = 0.27, (b)...μ MAX = 0.09) which was less than μ
exp and slip started at 6 second. For
model)
example, the tractive coeﬃcient characteristic dropped to 0.09,
0.10, 0.11 and 0.12 as shown in Fig. 9. The simulation carried
out on MATLAB/simulink. Simulation step time was fixed 50
III. Numerical analysis model
μs. Good road surface condition was shown in Fig. 8 (a).
A. Numerical analysis model
0.05

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15
0.2
0.25
Slip velocity[m/s]

0.3

0.35

0.4

We construct a rolling stock model for numerical analysis
which is four axle and two truck model. In order to realize a
quick torque response, we use vector control system to drive
two induction motors of the truck (1C2M). This vector control
system is shown in Fig. 6. Induction motor controller input
uses average of two axle angular velocity and current value
under assumption of the speed sensor-less vector control. The
model composition is shown in Fig. 7.
B. Charactersitic of the tractive force
In this paper, tractive coeﬃcient characteristic decided by
slip velocity is constructed by several parameters which are
shown as follows in positive slip velocity area.
The coeﬃcient of adhesion, μ MAX is set out as the maximum
coeﬃcient of the tractive force characteristic. The microslip area of it is set out as a straight line whose gradient
is g1 (g1 > 0). The macro-slip area of it is approximated

Fig. 9.

Wheel condition change

Wheel condition of 1 axle was worse compared with wheel
condition of 2, 3 and 4 axle shown in Fig. 9. The minimum
output motor torque (T min ) was 10.0. The gradient was 3.0 %.
The parameters of a single axle bogie model were shown in
Table V.

TABLE IV
Case study scenario
Time [s]
0
6
15
24

Action
Start acceleration: α = 3.0[km/h/s]
Coeﬃcient of adhesion μ MAX = 0.27 Fig. 8 (a)
Drop coeﬃcient of adhesion μlim = 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, 0.12
Return coeﬃcient of adhesion μ MAX = 0.27 Fig.8 (a)
Stop simulation
TABLE V
Parameters single axle bogie model
g
J
JR
r
Gr

9.81
2.22×103
159
0.412
5.28

Fig. 10.

Motor torque and adhesive torque (Proposed, 1 axle)

Fig. 11.

Motor torque and adhesive torque (Proposed, 2 axle)

V. Evaluation method of re-adhesion control
In electric railway traction, a big adhesive torque means
good re-adhesion control transmitted from wheels to rail.
However, in terms of the friction of rail and wheels, it is
undesirable to have high adhesive torque with a slip. We
suggest that a good re-adhesion control have high normalized
average tractive coeﬃcient[5] and low loss friction force
around driving wheel[7] by using conflicting the evaluation
method.
VI. Evaluation of re-adhesion controls by simulation
A. Motor torque and adhesive torque
In this case study, we hold the time from the slip detection
time to the motor torque down time (τ1 ) as 50 millisecond.
We set the torque down constant (k) as 3.00. In addition, we
decided the time from the slip detection time to the motor
torque down time constant (Gup ) as 1.00 second.
Motor torque and adhesive torque are shown in Fig. 10 and
11. In Fig. 10 and 11, adhesive torque is (1 + JJR )T̂ L and motor
torque is Gr T m . In the adhesive condition, delta of adhesive
torque ((1 + JJR )T̂ L ) and motor torque (Gr T m )is disturbance
torque.
In Fig. 10 and 11, delta of motor torque and adhesive torque
is excessive torque. Time from torque down to torque up (τ2 )
was 200 millisecond. By expanding to 4 axle 2 truck model,
we consider truck oscillation and axle-weight transfer, so we
make latitude for re-adhesion. This proposed method successes
re-adhesion control by using average information.
B. Comparison of proposed re-adhesion control and conventional re-adhesion control
1) Conventional re-adhesion control[6]: Conventional readhesion control[6] is based on static torque reduction table,
to the single drive axle electric rolling stock model. At first, it
was assumed that it is rare that all of two or more axes cause
the idling at the same time.
Under the assumption, the detection of slip state and controller input value was deflections of velocity and acceleration
on drive wheels rim. Torque reductive concept is described
as follows. If deflections are near zero or less than zero,

then controller assume adhesive state as micro-slip and do
not reduce motor torque. Else, if one of them is big positive
value, adhesive state is assumed as macro-slip state and motor
torque is reduced.
Because velocity deflection can not be calculated in single
drive axle model, input value of single drive axle model is only
acceleration deflection. It sets subtracted driver commanded
acceleration from approximate diﬀerentiated rim of wheel
velocity to the rim acceleration deflection of single drive axle
model.
The block diagram of re-adhesion controller is shown in Fig.
12. The non linear function has input of acceleration deflection
and the output of Adl described below. If input is less than
α0 : acceleration deflection room of torque reduction, output
is 1. Else if input is more than α0 + αw , output is 0. αw is
acceleration deflection width of torque reduction. Else if it is
between α0 and α0 + αw , output is applied linear supplement.
Their characteristic is given in Fig. 13. The non linear function
output Adl which is torque multiplicative factor to torque
command from driver: T re f and the multiplied value is defined
as T adl . Their relation is shown in Eq. (21).
T adl = Adl · T re f

(21)

Therefore, value of controller output: T mre f is generated by
LPF from T adl , the re-adhesion controller has four parameters
defined below.
•
•
•
•

αw : Acceleration deflection width of torque reduction
α0 : Acceleration deflection room of torque reduction
T u / T d : Time constant of torque augmentation / reduction
τ : Time constant of approximate diﬀerentiation
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TABLE VI
Comparison between conventional and proposal re-adhesion control







Method


   
  

 




 

A block diagram of re-adhesion Fig. 13. Torque command reduction factor for re-adhesion
control

Proposed
(1C2M)
Proposed
(1C1M)
Conventional[6]
(1C2M)

Normalized average
tractive coeﬃcient μ̄ur
85.2%
(100%)
89.1%
(4.58% ↑↑)
79.6%
(7.04% ↓↓)

Loss friction force
around driving wheel F slip
54.5
(100%)
89.7
(64.6% ↑↑)
53.7
(1.47% ↓↓)

by the mathmatical analysis under poor track condition with
μ MAX = 0.09. Furthermore, the proposed method has been
evaluated by two performance indicators. In this case study,
the merits of the proposed re-adhesion have been shown as
follows.
1) The proposed re-adhesion control can accurately reFig. 14. Motor torque and adhesive Fig. 15. Motor torque and adhesive
torque (Proposed)
torque (Conventional)
adhere by a set time slip.
2) It can find when rail and wheels re-adhere by making
reparation for the excessive angular momentum.
3) It does not need to do the sequential calculation by the
simple calculation such as the rectangle and triangle of
the excessive torque (T ex ).
We did parameter analysis of the proposed re-adhesion
control by using these two evaluation method. As a result,
adhesion characteristic of the proposed method was 7.04
% better than the conventional method.In addition, the loss
Fig. 16. Slip velocity (Proposed) Fig. 17. Slip velocity (Conventional) friction force around driving wheel did not change.
In the future, this case study use 1C2M model (1 inverter 2
motor drive system), so it is considered to extend 1C4M model
2) Comparison of normalized average tractive coeﬃcient (1 inverter 4 motor drive system). In addition, the proposed
and loss friction force around driving wheel: In this section, re-adhesion control need to be confirmed in real train test.
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